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Key Documents

Summary evaluation EIF Framework                    EIF Research document
MAT

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/769153/Summary_evaluations_of_multi-academy_trusts_070119.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/770924/Proposed_education_inspection_framework_draft_for_consultation_140119.pdf.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/771328/Research_for_education_inspection_framework-final-160118.pdf


Sean Harford

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/772056/School_inspection_update_-_January_2019_Special_Edition_180119.pdf


Positional Statement
• Strategy for 2017 - 2022
• DfE and Ofsted tensions 
• Training in Spring and Summer focused on the new framework
• March Conference and July 24th 25th

• Electronic Evidence Form being rolled out now
• Outstanding statement is staying as it needs to be changed legally 

and no appetite from Ministers to change (although timing of inspections 
has been challenged)

• ‘Good’ schools four years; IA 24 mths and RI 30 mths
• Academies – closer to two years of operation
• Change to arrival
• Call at 10.30am and then on site that afternoon to begin preparation
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Strategy

• Engagement at local level
• Rob Hackforth 4.2.19

• Inspectors encourage to work in 
their Mats and networks to 
share role, training and 
materials

• Ofsted – do they have a role in 
curriculum thinking?

• Force for improvement or is it influencing 
thinking

• Preferred model? (Knowledge rich 
curriculum)
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/ofsted-strategy-2017-to-2022


Ofsted chief inspector says that a school's curriculum should not be formed from 

'isolated chunks of knowledge’

Ofsted wants 'a rich web of knowledge'

"However, school leaders should recognise and understand that this does not mean that the curriculum 
should be formed from isolated chunks of knowledge, identified as necessary for passing a test. A rich web 
of knowledge is what provides the capacity for pupils to learn even more and develop their understanding.

“This does not preclude the importance of skill. Knowledge and skill are intrinsically linked: skill is a 
performance built on what a person knows. That performance might be physical or cognitive, but skills 
matter and they cannot be separated from knowledge.”

Ofsted’s new framework is expected to put an increased focus on how well a school delivers its curriculum 
as part of a move towards a broader measure of how well schools are performing – giving less weight to 
schools' exam and test results.

Hot housing, at the expense of a breadth in curriculum, at end of Key Stage will be challenged
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https://www.tes.com/news/ofsted-mark-down-exam-factory-schools


Training September8

• Memory: The Power Of Recall 

• This session focused on the key 
principles around memory and 
learning over time and the 
importance of fluency in how pupils 
recall knowledge. The session’s 
content was linked to the ‘intent, 
implementation and impact’ 
structure to support inspectors when 
they are considering the curriculum 
in schools. 



Training September9

• Myths and misconceptions - inspecting the 
curriculum for progress in skills Focus to bust 
some common myths about progress and 
learning

• Equality matters To reinforce inspectors’ 
understanding of policy and guidance with 
particular regard to our responsibilities under 
the Equality Act 2010.

• Assessment… going beyond the data This 
session looked at how inspectors evaluate the 
purpose of assessment and the inferences that 
are drawn from assessment information



Training September
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• Assessment information is only ever a starting point. 
Inspectors should always prioritise looking at the progress 
and attainment of children in the school through first-
hand evidence, such as lesson observations, work scrutiny 
and conversations with staff and pupils. 

• The curriculum is the progression model – in other 
words, progress is made through knowing more and 
remembering more.

• Data is simply an attempt to measure that outcome. 
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Key points

Summary:

• Amanda Spielman proposes 4 new inspection judgements

• schools will no longer receive a separate grade for outcomes for pupils

• focus will be on the ‘real substance of education’ and a broad curriculum

• more involvement for classroom teachers 

• consultation on draft framework to be launched in January

• HQ – workload and unnecessary burden for staff (e.g. assessment to be 
used wisely)





Curriculum

Key questions to help consider curriculum quality on inspection –

Intent -how far do school leaders consider the quality of the curriculum in 
each subject as a driver of progress? Which subjects have the strongest 
rationale ?

Implementation –how effectively do school leaders/teachers consider the 
content and sequencing of the curriculum in each subject?

Impact –how well are pupils learning the content outlined in the 
curriculum? 14

Page 10
Leaders construct curriculum that is ambitious
• Leaders understand the limitations of assessment and the way it create unnecessary 

workload and burden for staff



Schema

• New knowledge and skills do not exist in 
isolation but build on what pupils already know 

and can do

• The order in which knowledge and skills are 
taught is important. Since knowledge exists in 
rich schemata, an effective curriculum ensures 
that pupils are taught concepts and skills in an 

order that enables them to make useful 
connections that are not misapprehensions.

• This is appropriate sequencing in the 
curriculum



Cumulative Dysfluency
p7 School Inspection Update January Special edition

Handbook of applied behaviour analysis Fisher, Piazza Roand

• The accumulation of gaps is known as dysfluency.

• It limits pupils’ ability to acquire the complex 
skills that depend on the, and may even prevent 

them entirely from gaining those skills

Vocabulary

Correlation between vocabulary size and life        
chances are as firm as any research.

It embodies and communicates                                        
concepts



Key questions to help consider the curriculum 
quality on inspection
Intent

• How far do school leaders consider the quality of the curriculum in 
each subject as a driver of progress?

Implementation

• How effectively do school leaders/ teachers consider the content and 
sequencing of the curriculum in each subject?

Impact

• How well are pupils learning the content outlined in the curriculum?









• Page 11

• Conduct How expectations (e.g. staff expectations and policy) are 
consistent and applied and reflected in behaviour and conduct

• Attitude How committed, studious, resilient and proud learners are of 
achievements

• Attendance Punctuality

• Relationships – learners feel safe and positive respectful cultyre



• Page 12

• Extended curriculum – developing and discovering learners’ interests 
and talents

• Developing character- resilience, confidence, independence 
physically and mentally healthy

• Destinations – enabling learners to make next steps to achieve future 
success

• British values -



Links
• Activity Passports (DfE)

• Editable

• Links to 50 things before you are 11 ¾
• https://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/features/50-

things-to-do-before-youre-11--activity-list

• Holy Spirit Enrichment
• Identifies five areas

• Has over 100 experiences from 3 – 19 years

• Links to Performance Management

https://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/features/50-things-to-do-before-youre-11--activity-list


• Page 12

• Ambitious vision – through strong shared values, policies, practices

How leaders ensure and develop:

• Staff subject, pedagogical and pedagogical content knowledge

• Design for learners programmes of study; not allowing gaming or off 
rolling 

Ofsted define Off rolling The practice of removing a learner from the provider’s roll 
without a formal, permanent exclusion or by encouraging a parent to remove their 
child, when the removal is primarily in the interests of the provider rather than the 
interest of the learner. Off rolling in these circumstances is a form of ‘gaming’



• Page 12 continued

• Community

• Managing workload

• Protecting staff from bullying and harassment

• Governance are effective

• Statutory duties including Equality Act; Prevent; Safeguarding

• Culture of Safeguarding 



Learning from research
• Cardinal Wiseman – 3 hr call

• Good Shepherd – day HMI and researcher 
from the East Midlands team

The six models were presented at the seminar in the following order by the named 
individuals:
1) The Classroom Assessment Scoring System (CLASS) – Bridget Hamre
2) Framework for Teaching (FfT) – Charlotte Danielson
3) The International Comparative Analysis of Learning and Teaching (ICALT) – Wim 

van de Grift 
4) The International System for Teacher Observation and Feedback (ISTOF) – Daniel 

Muijs
5) The Mathematical Quality of Instruction (MQI) – Heather Hill 
6) Generic Dimensions of Teaching Quality – Eckhard Klieme.

http://www.sici-inspectorates.eu/getattachment/7e62a765-f133-48c8-bb16-e7f76b2829f3


Using the current handbook

• Pupil premium references

• English leads p51

• Maths leads p51

• EYFS leads

• Safeguarding p44

• Governance p44

• Myths p12 – p16



Inspectors will request that the following information 
is available at the start of the inspection:

• a summary of any school self-evaluation or equivalent 

• the current school improvement plan or equivalent, including any strategic planning that sets out the longer term 
vision for the school

• school timetable, current staff list and times for the school day

• any information about pre-planned interruptions to normal school routines during the inspection 

• the single central record of the cecks and vetting of all staff working with pupils

• records and analysis of exclusions, pupils taken off roll, incidents of poor behaviour and any use of internal 
isolation; 

• records and analysis of bullying, discriminatory and prejudicial behaviour, either directly or indirectly, including 
racist, sexist, disability and homophobic bullying, use of derogatory language and racist incidents

• a list of referrals made to the designated person for safeguarding in the school and those that were subsequently 
referred to the local authority, along with brief details of the resolution 

• a list of all pupils who are open cases with children’s services/social care and for whom there is a multi-agency 
plan

• up-to-date attendance analysis for all groups of pupils

• records of the evaluation of the quality of teaching, learning and assessment

• documented evidence of the work of those responsible for governance and their priorities, including any written 
scheme of delegation for an academy in a multi-academy trust

• any reports of external evaluation of the school, including any review of governance or use of the pupil premium 
funding.



Top tips

• Have your Ofsted pack ready as on section 41

• RAG rate NOTHING – don’t do their job!

• Keep staff briefed – Whatsapp for SLT

• Make sure you support your Headteacher, ask to be in Team meetings 
to make notes

• Use opportunity for professional development





New Website
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Links

September 18th Amanda Spielman Speech

https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/hmci-commentary-curriculum-
and-the-new-education-inspection-framework

https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/hmci-commentary-curriculum-and-the-new-education-inspection-framework


Links

• Ofsted Curriculum videos

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uhgve6m2Am4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uhgve6m2Am4


Any  Questions 
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Progress Measure
Year 6 – current cohort are the last ones to generate progress measures

Future measures are not available or what it ‘might’ look like

Silence from STA

Reception Baseline Measures – pilot in 2019/2020 and statutory in 2020/2021

• Focus on Reading and Maths statements which are predictors for future 
attainment

• New measures published based on baseline available in 2027 (R Aut 2020 will 
be taking test end of Y6 2027)

Role of comparative judgement across key stages coming through as common 
thread

ASP is now out with KS2 data and IDSR

Three year trend – keep an eye on this new measure creeping in!
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ASP: KS2 Three year average and time series









Quick DfE Headlines
• Free training Whole range of training as Coventry is Category 5 click here

• LA are working to disseminate information to schools eligible

• Recruitment and retention funding – if you get an email follow up!

• Support will be offered by the DfE to schools identified at ‘risk’
• What is deemed ‘at risk’ is being considered.Three days of funded support by NLE

• Early Career Framework (ECF)

• Wont be mandatory but consistent offer for first two years of career

• Four strands; classroom management, curriculum pedagogy and assessment

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/teaching-and-leadership-innovation-fund-programmes-for-teachers-and-school-leaders#history


Any  Questions 


